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Abstract
Emotion is not limited to discrete categories of happy, sad,
angry, fear, disgust, surprise, and so on. Instead, each emotion
category is projected into a set of nearly independent
dimensions, named pleasure (or valence), arousal, and
dominance, known as PAD. The value of each dimension
varies from -1 to 1, such that the neutral emotion is in the
center with all-zero values. Training an emotional continuous
text-to-speech (TTS) synthesizer on the independent
dimensions provides the possibility of emotional speech
synthesis with unlimited emotion categories. Our end-to-end
neural speech synthesizer is based on the well-known
Tacotron. Empirically, we have found the optimum network
architecture for injecting the 3D PADs. Moreover, the PAD
values are adjusted for the speech synthesis purpose.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, text-to-speech, TTS,
continuous emotion, controllable speech, emotional speech,
PAD

Figure 1: demo for the continuous emotional TTS.
Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance (PAD) covers the
complete range of the human emotional state.
2.1. Speech synthesizer
Our speech synthesizer is a sequence-to-sequence model with
an attention mechanism. The encoder-attention-decoder,
explained in Equations 1 to 4, shows the path to convert the
character sequence  as input to the Mel-spectrogram output.
Later a post-processing and the Griffin-Lim algorithm
reconstruct the speech waveform. Equations 1 and 4 describe
the encoder and decoder parts of the model, in which , , and
 are the input text, text encoder state, and the -th time-step
decoder output (a Mel spectrogram frame), respectively. As
denoted in equations 3 and 4, the decoder output is generated
according to the weighted sum of the encoder state ′ , and the
projected style  . The attention weight  is calculated by the
location sensitive attention [3], injecting the projected style  .
When  = 0, The model is non-emotional TTS.

1. Introduction
For a natural speech synthesizer, uttering the text in the
desired emotion is a favor; but emotion is not limited to the
well-known categories of happy, sad, angry, fear, disgust, and
surprise. Moreover, it is not easy to find an emotional speech
dataset with a high number of emotion categories suitable for
a continuous emotional text-to-speech (TTS) synthesizer. On
the other hand, psychological studies revealed that the nearly
orthogonal and independent Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance
(PAD) represents the complete range of the human emotional
state [1] (Figure 1). Researchers applied the PAD to different
applications. To the best of our knowledge, this study presents
the first step to approach the continuous 3D emotional TTS in
a fully end-to-end neural model. Our model is capable of
generating speech in a wide range of emotions. Section 2
explains the details of our synthesizer in addition to some
implementation tricks and the PAD adjustment. Section 3
discusses the objective evaluations. Finally, conclusion comes
at the end. The demo will demonstrate the ability of uttering
the given text in the wide range of emotions with continuously
varying independent axes (Figure 1).
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2.2. PAD Adjustment
In equations 2 and 4, the projected style  is a high dimension
representation of the PAD (32-D in our implementation)
because empirically we have figured out that simply injecting
the 3D style does not convey enough capacity for the network
to distinct the style correctly. Moreover, the physiologicallyobtained PAD values may vary for different environment. To
adjust the PAD and to find the optimum projected style  , we
relied the emotional training on the onehot style  with two
dense layers. Hence, we are sure that the emotional categories
are trained distinctly. Then,  is obtained as follows,

2. Continuous emotional TTS
Our end-to-end neural speech synthesizer is based on Tacotron
[2], with a slight change, explained in Section 2.1. We propose
to use the continuous three dimensional PAD (detailed in
Section 2.2) to train the model for emotional speech synthesis.
We refer to the 3D representation as the style  in this paper.
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and 4 indicates the number of injections. Four models share
the attention-RNN style injection.
Our objective measures are the scale-invariant cosinebased signal-to-distortion ration (SDR/Mel-SDR), and spectral
distortion (SD/Mel-SD) as Equations 8, and 9, in which (n, )
and (n, ) are spectrograms of the target and the synthesized
speech, respectively.

in which,  is the 3D style representation; thus  is
initialized by the PADs adapted from [1]. Later, we adjusted
the PADs for the TTS purpose in a transfer learning trick.
First, with frozen  and synthesizer parameters,  is tuned.
Then,  and  are trained with frozen synthesizer
parameters. The final value of  is adjusted PAD values for
our purpose, which is compatible with [1] in terms of sign.
Without the PAD adjustment, our model could not distinct
angry, disgust and surprise categories clearly.
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2.3. Style injection
Table 1 reports the average results on 100 test set
utterances with 95% confidence interval. For SDR/Mel-SDR,
higher value shows more accurate model; whereas for
SD/Mel-SD, the lower value means better performance. In
teacher-forcing, sequences are temporary matched but in the
free-running they are adjusted by dynamic time warping.
According to the table and because the minimum change in
TTS architecture is favorite, CAT-4 model is selected for
demo.

Empirically, we sought out the optimum network architecture
for the style injection in the synthesizer considering (1)
minimum added parameters to the network for inducing the
style, (2) no style confusion, i.e. synthesizing the speech in the
desired style, and (3) preserving the quality. Thus, a hyperparameter tuning is performed to find the optimum style
representation, injection location and type. We have already
explained the style representation and the corresponding
training tricks in previous sections. Here, we explain our
experiments to find the optimum injection location and type.
We did not induce the style in the encoder as it deals with
linguistic features. According to Equations 2 and 4, we
injected the style  in the attention and the decoder modules.
Exploring two places in the attention module (attention-RNN,
and attention context vector), as well as three places in the
decoder (after decoder pre-net, RNN-layer1, and RNNlayer2), empirically we have found that the style injection
place is important to avoid the style confusion. However, no
style confusion has found for the models with the attentionRNN style injection. Furthermore, we considered two types of
style injections as follows,
Sum
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Table 1: Objective results of emotional TTS models
Model
SUM-4
CAT-1
CAT-2
CAT-4
SUM-4
CAT-1
CAT-2
CAT-4

SDR
15.7 ± 0.15
16.5 ± 0.13
16.4 ± 0.15
17.7 ± 0.08
11.7 ± 0.16
11.6 ± 0.16
11.6 ± 0.15
14.4 ± 0.26

Mel-SDR
13.7 ± 0.19
15.4 ± 0.19
15.3 ± 0.22
16.5 ± 0.14
10.3 ± 0.22
10.4 ± 0.21
10.4 ± 0.21
14.3 ± 0.31

SD
8.2 ± 0.50
8.1 ± 0.49
8.0 ± 0.53
6.5 ± 0.31
8.0 ± 0.47
8.2 ± 0.43
8.2 ± 0.45
6.8 ± 0.34

Mel-SD
6.4 ± 0.41
6.2 ± 0.39
5.8 ± 0.41
4.2 ± 0.21
7.0 ± 0.55
7.3 ± 0.56
7.3 ± 0.56
6.8 ± 0.57

4. Conclusion
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We presented a continuous emotional TTS capable of
synthesizing speech in an unlimited number of emotions. We
have adjusted the PAD values to better represent emotions in
our TTS dataset. Demo will show that the PAD adjustment
helped to distinct the basic emotion categories, while PAD
axes kept the pleasure, arousal, and dominance meaning.
Furthermore, the experiment to find the optimum network
architecture revealed that more style injections (including the
attention-RNN style injection) lead to better performance.
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where  is the style-injected , and  can be any non-linear
function (ReLU in our implementations). The trainable weight
 as a dense projection layer is needed for the element-wise
sum. However, concatenate-type is preferred in terms of no
added parameter to the network.

3. Experiments and Results
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